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1. Introduction 
The use of procedural modelling techniques allows complex dynamic processes to be simulated. This 
document will summarize the research carried out on a cone from the Permian time by Dr.Isabel van 
Waveren who is a researcher at NCB Naturalis, the Nature Historic Museum of Leiden, and me. I will also 
describe the way I translate information from both fossilised and modern day plant material into a visual 
simulation using a software package for procedural animation, called SideFX Houdini. 
 

2. Fossil Reference 
The underlying material is fossilized and roughly 300 mio. years old. In this piece of rock, the upper 2/3 part 
of a female cone is preserved with a total height of 2.8 cm. Bracts, stacked scales and seeds can be found 
within the cone as well as in dispersed material. Dr.Isabel van Waveren has measured each recognizable 
part and created shape and size distribution diagrams which give first hints on probable growth curves and 
behaviour over time. 
By studying microscopically magnified images, we got basic ideas of the look of individual plant organs. The 
material is prone to several kinds of distortion, though. When the living plant was covered by ashes, it got 
squeezed flat and many parts scattered in all directions. Also, over time the structures rotted and finally 
crystallized. The “resolution” of the material is rather low and when Dr.Isabel tries to show me outlines of 
certain parts, I can often not see those. One has to develop a certain kind of eye to see things here. 
 
As a result, many questions to unclear shapes can hardly be answered by studying the fossil material. 
 

 
Left: Tobleria cone / Top right: Scale with paired seeds / Bottom right: Stacked scales with paired seeds 
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Left: More examples of seeds, scales and bracts at 
different ages.  
Right: Side view of densely packed scale compound 

 
 

3. Modern Day Reference 
Since not all questions regarding precise shapes and their development over time could be answered by 
studying the available fossil material, I started analysing a few modern cones from species that, according 
to a conducted DNA test, are most closely related to the possible Permian ancestor tobleria. 
 

 
This sample only has 32 scales but we see a very natural flow of size and shape. 
 
By dissecting a Tsuga heterophylla cone, I got a basic idea of shape and size distribution within a complete 
cone, as well as data for unclear parts such as the shape of abscission points. The original resolution is 
2400dpi, which allows me to close in on details of venation and other structural information: 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Actual width = 8.5mm / Bract, 
seen on the lower right side, is 
tightly stacked under the much 
bigger scale, nearly grown 
together. 
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Larix decidua showed very similar results but with stronger venation and greater variability in shape 
distribution. 
 

  
Left: Here we can clearly see how flat the bract’s point of attachment is in comparison to the much more 
sturdy and drop-shaped scale abscission point seen in the fossile reference of tobleria / Right: Strong 
curvature and visible “hair” structures. 
 
 

 
I took a few representative scales from Abies Concolor and traced the horizontal bending from basal to 
apical direction. It appears that the scales tend to bend towards the cone axis which makes total sense in 
order to achieve a dense scale packing rate around the stem. 
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Top: Dissected Pseudotsuga menziesii cone showing both 
horizontal and vertical bend depending on position on cone. Also 
visible details of seed’s abscission points and  tapering of the 
woody main axis. 
Bottom left: Side view of a Pseudotsuga scale, showing where the 
bending takes place, in fact predominantly around the shaft base 
and less towards apical direction. 
Bottom right: Top view with dispersed, winged seeds 
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4. Defining Architectural Elements 
 

4.1. Cone Axis 
 
Unfortunately, there are no clues on the actual physical appearance of the cone axis in the fossil remains of 
the tobleria sample. Luckily this part of the cone is usually completely hidden by attached bracts and scales. 
For my visualization purposes I will hence rely on the shapes found in modern cones. 
 

 
 

 
The arrangement of scales around the tobleria stem follows a cylindrical 5/8 phyllotaxis, meaning that 
there are 5 visible spirals (called parastichies) in one direction and 8 in the other. From the fossil material 
we can see, that each parastichy carries 9 scales in one turn. This sums up to 117 scales in total for the 2/3 
broken off part. This construct will later distribute bract-scale compounds spirally around the stem in such a 
way that available space is used most efficiently. The precise angle from unit to unit is not entirely known 
yet but will derive from the size and shape of the compounds. It must lie between 135 and 138 degree for a 
5/8 parastichy though (136.422 in the picture above).  
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4.2. Bract - Scale Complex 
 
Whereas modern coniferous cones typically consist of scales with seeds and sometimes subordinate bracts, 
the tobleria cone shows more complex compound structures. From the beginning we developed a stacking 
model which will be described below: 
 

 
 
In this model, the primary scale features a main vessel which feeds two seeds plus a subsequent secondary 
scale with its own seeds. The subordinate bract is fed separately by the stem.  
 

 
To get a first idea of the individual parts stacked together, I created a static 3D model as reference for the 
further development of a procedural tool as well as a basis for discussion with my supervisors and 
successive iterations. 
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A few weeks in to research and development of a model of the scale compound it turned out that we had 
to step away from the idea of stacking and introduced a new plant organ, the branch. In fact, scales and 
bracts are just transformed leaves and within tobleria, they reduced together with the branch to a very 
compact architecture. While the previous model assumed the primary scale to act as a main vessel, now all 
elements are closely attached to a branch with a drop-shaped abscission point on the cones central axis. 
Dr.Isabel and I concluded that it should look more like this: 
 

 
 
 

4.3. Fertile Units 
 

          
 
The shapes of sugar snap seeds and beans come very close to the ones found in the fossil tobleria seed 
material. Studying those legumes also gave me answers to the shape of abscission points and the little 
stems that connect the seeds to the main vessel, our newly introduced branch. 
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5. Simulating Growth 
 

5.1. Target Description 
The set goal for this project is to create a visual real-time simulation for the growth of a cone with all its 
parts changing shape and size over time. To achieve this, all organs need to be flexible and certain 
parameters, such as “SeedStemHeight” or “BranchThickness” controllable. With the use of L-Systems, it is 
possible to create a point to point or edge skeleton in which certain variables can control any number of 
edge lengths and angles. These values can also be addressed from outside the construct using animation 
graphs. Once a “in between” shape for each organ is achieved, parameters can be lowered or risen over 
time. By tweaking different animation graphs for each parameter of a given plant organ, natural growth 
processes can be simulated. 
 
Unfortunately, the behaviour of any scale compound unit differs greatly depending on the position of its 
point of attachment along the central axis. If we, for example, just consider the whole size of the scale 
compound units. At the base, those units will grow rather slowly and also stay rather small even when the 
cone is fully developed or mature. The units around the middle grow much faster, reaching a bigger size in 
the same time. Towards the top, growth generally decreases again. This is one reason for the typical cone 
shape. In order to achieve this variation, there need to be 3 animation graphs for each affected parameter, 
which must get blended from bottom to top. At the time when the phyllotactic L-System attaches the scale 
compounds, it has to use a blended value according to the vertical position along the stem. 
 

5.2. Phyllotaxis Along Main Axis 
For a convincing distribution of a set number of scale compounds around the central cone axis, I will use an 
L-system with the following variable parameters: 
 

1. Length: distance between each successive branch locator in vertical direction 
2. Density: a multiplier for the length attribute 
3. Angle: the angle between each successive branch locator in horizontal direction 
4. Radius: distance between a branch locator and the main axis of the cone 
5. Generations: total number of branch locators 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Each of the branch locators automatically gets a point 
number assigned, increasing from bottom to top. Later, 
when I will be attaching the scale compounds, I will use 
this fact to decide the blending value for each of the 
driven key animation graphs for the all of the scale 
compound variables. So this L-System together with a 
copy node will get full control over the development 
over time of each scale compound unit. As stated 
before, the exact phyllotactic angle affects the packing 
efficiency and is still to be determined, once the space 
requirement of the attached units is defined for several 
points in time. 
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Regarding the change of shape over time, I must consider the following facts derived from the statistical 
analysis carried out by Dr.Isabel: 
 

1. As the cone gets longer, the cone gets  slightly wider 
2. As the cone gets wider, the number of scale compounds on a whorl gets higher 
3. As we go in basal direction on the cone (cone length increases) scale length increases 

 
 

5.3. Scale Compound Parameters 

5.3.1. Branch 

From each main axis locator on the underlying phyllotactic L-System, one branch will arise. Depending on 
the vertical position, it may supply one bract, one primary scale with two paired fertile units and one 
secondary scale again with two paired fertile units. 
It will need the following dynamic parameters: 
 

1. Thickness: size of cross section at base, decreases to 0 towards apical direction 
2. Length: branch segment length 
3. Angle: vertical angle of all branch segments for bending, may decrease or increase from base to 

end 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Along the branch axis will also be 
several attachment points for other 
plant organs in the following order: 
bract, primary scale, primary fertile 
units, secondary scale and 
secondary fertile units. The exact 
position of each of these points is 
yet to be determined with regard to 
the space requirement of the 
according plant organ. 

 
 

5.3.2. Scale 

A tobleria scale basically consists of the following elements: 
 

1. Stem: connection between branch and scale body 
2. Body:  curved surface to hold and protect fertile units 
3. Apices: spiky extension of body 

 
The necessary amount of shape variability has been discussed in length and can be described and achieved 
with the use of the following dynamic parameters: 
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1. Body Length: length of the scale torso 
2. Body Width: width of the scale torso 
3. Body Bulge: amount of body curving in basal direction, necessary for secondary scales to grow 

around primary fertile units 
4. Body Bend: in addition to the main bending, driven by the branch unit, this parameter allows for 

further individual vertical bending 
5. Apex Length: length of apex segments 
6. Apex Distance: the further the centre of the apex is away from the centre of the scale body, the 

smoother does the curvature between the apices become 
7. Apex Angle: growth direction for the apex 
8. Apex Bend: due to their flimsy nature, the apices tend to bend with gravity 
9. Flap Wings: bending of the outer perimeter of the scale body to fit cone curvature depending on 

vertical position 
 
Both Stem length and width are behaving proportional to Body length and width and hence don’t need 
their own variables. 
 

 
 
Regarding the change of shape over time, I must consider the following facts derived from the statistical 
analysis carried out by Dr.Isabel: 
 

1. As the scale gets longer it gets wider to about the same amount 
2. The apex grows slightly faster than the scale 
3. As the apex length increases, the angle between the apices becomes more acute (in other words, 

the apex distance decreases) 
4. The scale grows faster than the Fertile Unit. 
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5.3.3. Bract 

The L-System for the bract is a modified version of the scale architecture with the same number of controls. 
The point of attachment is more flat and the apices are less pronounced and stay very round from juvenile 
to mature state. This can all be achieved using an instance of the scale L-System. 
 
 

5.3.4. Fertile Units 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The seeds in tobleria consist of a stem, an upper 
and a lower part. Each of these need separate 
controlling variables in order to simulate their 
non-linear morphogenesis. Both upper and lower 
parts also need separate width parameters for 
their left and right side in addition to their 
segment length. 
 

 
 
Seed unit variables: 
 

1. Stem length, width, height 
2. Upper seed left width, right width, length, bottom height, upper height, angle 
3. Lower seed left width, right width, length, bottom height, upper height, angle 

 
Regarding the change of shape over time, I must consider the following facts derived from the statistical 
analysis carried out by Dr.Isabel: 
 

1. As the scale gets wider, the FU attachment point is positioned slightly higher (the stem length 
increases) 

2. As the fertile units get longer, they get larger and wider 
3. Smallest FU are generally twice as long as large, largest Fertile Units are 1,2 x longer than large 
4. Smaller scales tend to be more fully occupied by the FU than larger/wider scales 
5. For the larger scales, occupation is at one fourth, for the smallest scales occupation ratio is at one 

third or less 
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6. Procedural Modelling 
 

 
 
 

6.1. Construction Principles 
 
My approach to create the previously described plant organs is to first use edge rewriting algorithms in a l-
system language to create a dynamic skeleton or shape proxy (1). Within this construct, specific points get 
grouped together in successive order to create lines or sections (2).  
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Nurbs surfaces are then created out of successive lines for both the upper and lower surfaces (3). In picture 
(4) the right side got mirrored along the central axis and a few variables like body and apex bend have been 
altered. 
 

 
 
 

6.2. Network Overview 

6.2.1. Geometry 

 

 
 
The geometry network consists of the following proxy skeleton generation sub networks: 
 

a) Cone stem  e)    Primary scale fertile units 
b) Branch   f)    Secondary scale 
c) Bract   g)    Secondary scale fertile units 
d) Primary scale  h)    Tertiary scale 
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All of these sub networks start with a proxy skeleton that is written in the expression language of l-systems. 
 

 
This l-system creates the proxy shapes for the primary scales 
 
The variables used in this code are later referring to animation graphs entered by the animator (me, or later 
other researchers) in the tool configuration front end. 
 
Some plant parts consist of multiple parented l-systems to achieve certain behaviours. 
 

 
Here we see how the variables get imported from the processed animation blend nodes into the rules 
 
To get some variance within the scales around the stem, the apex controls are multiplied by a limited 
randomness based on their mesh number and a strength that can be set in the front end. 
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6.2.2. Animation Blending 

 
As we have seen, a single scales complex consists of a number of elements, each with their own, unique 
control parameters that can be animated over time using graphs. To get to the desired cone shape, I 
decided to divide the cone into 3 zones: base, centre and top. All those regions need separate animation 
graphs that may show a completely different behaviour. 
 

 
This diagram shows the weighting of input graphs along the length of the cone for the individual zones: 
base (red), centre (green), top (blue) 
 

 
Here we see exemplary graphs for the behaviour of the variable “Primary Scale Length” at basal, central 
and apical position (again, the zones are defined by the weight curves above)  
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Each parameter of each plant organ gets 3 “growth curves” which get blended together with the “weight 
curves” 
 
This setup will interpolate values between the zones to give smooth transitions for all parameters. Due to 
technical limitations within SideFX Houdini, I had to reduce the amount of graph controlled parameters to 
50 (maximum amount of stamp inputs in a copy node) which sums up to 150 animation graphs. These 
calculations seem to be rather expensive. One full calculation cycle takes about 10s on a quad Xeon 
workstation@4x3.4Ghz) which makes animation a time consuming task. 
 

6.2.3. Lighting 

 

 
 
I settled for a setup with 3 light sources: A skylight for global illumination, a directional sunlight for hard 
shadows and highlights as well as an ambient light to slightly fill entirely black areas. 
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The skylight actor creates a warm and realistic overall appearance 
 
 

6.2.4. Cameras 

I am using 50mm lenses for portrait shots at FullHD resolution. This is only possible with at least the 
“Apprentice HD” version of SideFX Houdini. The final video will consist of 3 animation sequences over 730 
frames, each 30s in length. One of them will require camera movement which still needs to be investigated. 
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6.2.5. Materials 

 
 
Each plant organ has a basic material assigned to it. The individual colours are changing over time, using 
graphs for red, green and blue values. Roughness and specularity are also set individually to give both a 
convenient representation of the plant material, as well as the necessary contrast to tell each organ apart. 
 
 

6.2.6. Render Setup 

 
 
I am using two render setups. A quick and dirty one for render previews and a fully loaded physically based 
ray tracer for final renders. The first 30s clip took about 12 days to render on the quad core Xeon 
workstation. 
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6.3. Interface 
After reducing the number of directly controllable parameters to a minimum, I created a front end for 
easier accessibility. The user can select a category in the top menu and then adjust the animation graphs 
hidden behind the number fields of any parameter by pressing Shift+L. The first number field contents 
information for the behaviour of the element at basal position, second for centre and third for the top of 
the cone. 
 

6.3.1. Cone Axis 

 
 
Stem Thickness: Defines the thickness of the cone stem. Those parameters have their own blend 

weight curves to get the desired blunt tip shape. 
Stem Length:  A single value which sets the distance for one stem length unit. Successive units 

may be altered by using the growth inheritor parameter (multiplier). 
Number Complexes: A single value that defines the amount of length units, each carrying one scale 

complex. It allows simulating how cones continuously add new scales at their top 
while growing.  

Growth Inheritor: A multiplier for successive stem length units. It allows for exponential increase or 
decrease of the stem towards the top. 

 

6.3.2. Branch 

 
 
Initial Angle:  Can be used for branches to follow the curvature of the stem from the beginning on 
Branch Bend:  Controls the vertical bending of the branch together with primary scale and the 

underlying bract. 
Branch Width:  The width of a branch at the point of connection to the stem. 
Primary FU Dist.: Length of a branch before a fertile unit gets attached. 
Sec.Scale Dist.:  Length of a branch between primary FUs and secondary scale. 
Sec. FU Dist.:  Length of a branch between secondary scale and secondary FUs. 
Tert. Scale Dist.: Length of a branch between secondary FUs and tertiary scale. 
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6.3.3. Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Scale 

 
 
Length:   Defines the body growth of the selected organ in length. 
Width:   Defines the body growth of the selected organ in width. 
Depth:   Defines the body growth of the selected organ in depth. 
Bulge:   A parameter for a basal bulge to give room to fertile units as they grow.  
Flap:   Horizontal bend of the scale body to increase packing efficiency. Scales that 

bend vertically towards the stem usually show some bending towards the stem 
while down bent scales tend to also bend away from the stem in horizontal 
direction.  

Apex Bend:  Defines the bending of the two apices over time. 
Apex Length:  Defines the length of the two apices over time. 
Variance:  Optional minimal and maximal deviation from given values for apex length, bending 

and gaping. 
 

6.3.4. Primary and Secondary Fertile Units 

 
 
Center Width:  Width of the part of the FU at the point of attachment to the FU stem. 
Center Height:  Overall depth of the fertile unit. 
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Bottom Bend:  Inward or outward bending for the basal part of the FU. 
Bottom Width:  Width of the basal part of the FU. 
Bottom Length: Length of the basal part of the FU. 
Top Bend:  Inward or outward bending for the apical part of the FU. 
Top Width:  Width of the apical part of the FU. This value also controls length and width of the 

FU attachment stem 
Top Length:  Length of the apical part of the FU. 
 
 

 
This is the configuration of the growth of the primary fertile units in cone zone A (basal) over 730 frames 
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7. Conclusion and Future Tasks 
Extensive research was necessary to understand both shapes and dynamics within the given species. Many 
questions came up during the development of the procedural tool and the answers and solutions had to be 
implemented step by step. The creation of a user friendly front end was necessary and helpful for the 
further animation configurations. A total of four animations each with a length of 730 frames are being set 
up by me and rendered on a workstation at NCB Naturalis in full HD. Those clips will be merged with 
additional material into a 2 to 3 minute video for presentation purposes. 
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Finally, a few frames from animation 2: Detailed development of a single scales compound unit 


